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ABSTRACT
Weakly nonlinear energy transfer between normal modes of strongly resonant PDEs is
captured by the corresponding effective resonant systems. In a previous article, we have
constructed a large class of such resonant systems (with specific representatives related to
the physics of Bose-Einstein condensates and Anti-de Sitter spacetime) that admit special
analytic solutions and an extra conserved quantity. Here, we develop and explore a com-
plex plane representation for these systems modelled on the related cubic Szego˝ and LLL
equations. To demonstrate the power of this representation, we use it to give simple closed
form expressions for families of stationary states bifurcating from all individual modes. The
conservation laws, the complex plane representation and the stationary states admit further-
more a natural generalization from cubic to quintic nonlinearity. We demonstrate how two
concrete quintic PDEs of mathematical physics fit into this framework, and thus directly
benefit from the analytic structures we present: the quintic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
in a one-dimensional harmonic trap, studied in relation to Bose-Einstein condensates, and
the quintic conformally invariant wave equation on a two-sphere, which is of interest for
AdS/CFT-correspondence.
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1 Introduction
Resonant Hamiltonian systems of the form
i
dαn
dt
=
∑
n+m=k+l
Cnmklα¯mαkαl (1)
emerge in weakly nonlinear analysis of strongly resonant PDEs, with many applications in
mathematical physics. Here, αn(t) with an integer n ≥ 0 are complex-valued dynamical
variables, the bar denotes complex conjugation, and Cnmkl are numbers known as the mode
couplings or the interactions coefficients. Note that the summation is restricted by the
resonant constraint n + m = k + l. To quickly demonstrate how equations of this sort
originate in a physically motivated example, consider the simplest possible setting afforded
by the one-dimensional cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation on the real line in a harmonic
potential
i
∂Ψ
∂t
=
1
2
(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+ x2
)
Ψ + g|Ψ|2Ψ. (2)
At g = 0, one has the linear Schro¨dinger equation of a harmonic oscillator, whose general
solution is
Ψ =
∞∑
n=0
αnψn(x)e
−iEnt, (3)
with constant αn, where
En = n+
1
2
(4)
are the eigenstate energies, and ψn are the corresponding normalized wavefunctions satisfying
1
2
(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+ x2
)
ψn = Enψn. (5)
At a small nonzero coupling g, αn are no longer constant and evolve slowly over time. This
evolution can be extracted by substituting (3) into (2) and projecting on ψk(x), which gives
i
dαn(t)
dt
= g
∞∑
k,l,m=0
Cnmkl α¯m(t)αk(t)αl(t) e
i(En+Em−Ek−El)t, (6)
with Cnmkl =
∫
dxψnψmψkψl. At g  1, one makes use of the resonant approximation,
which consists in dropping all oscillatory terms on the right-hand side, keeping only those
satisfying En + Em − Ek − El = 0, which is the same as n + m = k + l. This is known
to result in an accurate approximation of the full equation at small g on very long time
scales of order 1/g. This approximation, known by a number of different names, goes back
to the foundational work of Bogoliubov and Krylov [1] on ‘time-averaging.’ Pedagogical
introductions can be found in [2–4], while a variety of applications in contemporary literature
can be sampled from [5–11]. Once the resonant approximation has been implemented, and
g has been absorbed in a redefinition of time, one ends up with (1).
While we have chosen the simple equation (2) to illustrate the underlying idea, the res-
onant approximation leads to equations of the form (1) in a number of other interesting
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cases, of course, with different assignments of the interaction coefficients Cnmkl. We mention
here the applications to higher-dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations in harmonic
traps [10–14], studies of nonlinear wave equations on spheres and in Anti-de Sitter space-
times [15–17] as well as studies of weakly nonlinear gravitational dynamics in Anti-de Sitter
spacetimes [18–23] in relation to its nonlinear instability [24,25]. A resonant equation of the
form (1) has recently been recovered as well for an asymptotically Anti-de Sitter wormhole
spacetime [26,27], while a general algorithm exists [28] for constructing spacetimes with res-
onant structures underlying (1). The particular case Cnmkl = 1, known as the cubic Szego˝
equation, is Lax-integrable and has been studied as an integrable model of turbulence in the
mathematical literature [29] with powerful results. (We note in passing that perhaps the
most familiar spatially confined setting where a translationally invariant PDE is compact-
ified on a torus does not possess the type of resonant spectrum of linearized perturbation
frequencies underlying our studies.)
Many of the cases listed above generate resonant systems possessing a rich algebraic struc-
ture, including special analytic solutions in the fully nonlinear regime and extra conserved
quantities [10, 13, 15–17, 23]. This has led us to formulating conditions on the interaction
coefficients Cnmkl that guarantee such special properties, resulting in a large class of partially
solvable resonant systems presented in [30]. Our purpose in this paper is to further explore
the properties of this class of systems, and to construct its generalizations. To this end, we
start by devising a complex plane representation for the partially solvable resonant systems
of [30] formulated as an integro-differential equation for the generating function of αn. Such
representations have proven very effective, for example, for the cubic Szego˝ equation [29] and
the LLL equation [10,11], the latter equation being a member of our partially solvable class.1
After reviewing the material of [30] and constructing the complex plane representation in
section 2, we use this representation, in section 3, to prove a simple closed-form formula for
stationary solutions bifurcating from individual modes.
In section 4, we present a quintic generalization of the partially solvable resonant systems
of [30], and of the new material of sections 2 and 3. The reason to look for such generalization
is twofold. First, it is interesting to see which of the partially solvable features seen for the
cubic equation (1) are structurally stable and survive a quintic generalization (for instance,
there is no known quintic generalization [31] of the solvable structures of the cubic Szego˝
equation, a Lax-integrable resonant system outside the partially solvable class of [30]). Sec-
ond, in physically motivated situations, one often has the field value reflection symmetry that
only allows odd powers of the field in the equations of motion. Under such circumstances, if
the cubic term is tuned down to zero, the quintic one becomes the dominant nonlinearity that
governs the weakly nonlinear dynamics. This is literally possible in trapped Bose-Einstein
condensates, where the cubic term can be switched off using Feshbach resonances, leading
to the emergence of a quintic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation [32]. Finally, in section 5, we
present two concrete quintic PDEs of mathematical physics whose resonant systems fit into
1We owe some inspiration to Patrick Ge´rard who has shown to us that the complex plane representation
of the conformal flow developed in [15] can be used to give a lightning-speed proof of the known fact that all
Blaschke product functions give rise to stationary states of the conformal flow (which is, again, a particular
representative of the partially solvable class of [30]). Similarly, powerful results for the asymptotics of
stationary states at spatial infinity and the distribution of their zeros are derived for the LLL equation
in [14] relying on a complex plane representation.
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our setup: first, the quintic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in a one-dimensional harmonic
trap (recently treated in [33]), and second, the quintic conformally invariant wave equation
on a two sphere (which generalizes the cubic considerations on a three-sphere in [15]).
2 Complex plane representation for cubic resonant systems
We start with briefly reviewing the main points of [30]. One defines a large class of resonant
systems of the form (1) by specifying conditions on the interaction coefficients Cnmkl that
result in far-reaching analytic properties. To this end, we first introduce a positive real
number G (to be specified for each individual resonant system in our class) and define
fn =
√
(G)n
n!
, (7)
where (G)n ≡ G(G+ 1) · · · (G+ n− 1) is the Pochhammer symbol. We furthermore define
βn =
αn
fn
, Snmkl = fnfmfkflCnmkl. (8)
The key condition of [30] we shall impose on Cnmkl is conveniently stated in terms of Snmkl
as
(n− 1 +G)Sn−1,mkl + (m− 1 +G)Sn,m−1,kl − (k + 1)Snm,k+1,l − (l + 1)Snmk,l+1 = 0. (9)
If this condition is fulfilled2 for some specific number G and for all mode number quartets
(n,m, k, l) satisfying n+m−1 = k+l, the following properties of the corresponding resonant
system (1) are ensured:
• The resonant system (1) respects the conservation of
Z =
∞∑
n=0
√
(n+ 1)(n+G) α¯n+1αn. (10)
• There is an invariant manifold of the evolution defined by (1) given by
βn =
(
b(t) + n a(t)
)
(p(t))n, (11)
where a(t), b(t), p(t) are complex-valued functions of time.
• Within this invariant manifold, the dynamics is Liouville-integrable, and the spectrum
|βn(t)|2 is exactly periodic in time.
Such features were first seen in concrete resonant systems arising from PDEs of mathematical
physics [13,15,17], which led to the formulation of the general condition (9) from which they
follow. We note that there is a special case that can be seen as a G → ∞ limit, explicitly
2We adopt the convention, here and for the rest of the paper, that if any of the indices is negative, the
corresponding value of S is zero.
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described in [30]. This special case amounts to typographically replacing all expressions of
the form “(integer+G)” in the above formulas by 1, and correspondingly replacing (G)n in (7)
by 1. The resulting structure remains valid, and is in fact physically realized in the Landau
level truncations of the resonant approximation to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [13]. The
details can be found in [30]. For brevity, we shall not be treating this special case here, and
will concentrate on generic values of G.
The finite difference equation (9) can be resolved in terms of the generating function for
Snmkl and, as shown in [30], is equivalent to stating that
S(y, z, v, w) =
∑
n,m,k,l
Snmkl y
nzmvkwl =
F
(
ln
[
(1−vy)(1−wz)
(1−vz)(1−wy)
])
[(1− vy)(1− vz)(1− wy)(1− wz)]G/2
, (12)
where F is an arbitrary even function, F(x) = F(−x). One can set F(0) = 1 by rescaling
the time variable. We note (and this shall be used below) that since the generating function
depends only on vy, vz, wy and wz, its power series expansion contains only terms with
n+m = k + l. Thus summing over all n,m, k, l in the definition of the generating function
is completely equivalent to only summing over the resonant quartets n+m = k + l.
The resonant system (1) can be expressed through βn defined by (8) as
i
(G)n
n!
dβn
dt
=
∑
n+m=k+l
Snmklβ¯mβkβl. (13)
In order to take advantage of (12), we introduce the following generating functions for βn:
u(t, z) =
∞∑
n=0
βnz
n, u˜(t, z) =
∞∑
n=0
β¯n
zn
, (14)
so that
βn(t) =
1
2pii
∮
dz
zn+1
u(z, t), β¯n =
1
2pii
∮
dz zn−1 u˜(z, t). (15)
Note that the integration contour for βn must not enclose any singularities of u, while the
integration contour for β¯n must enclose all singularities of u˜. The tilde-conjugation can be
understood as taking complex conjugates of the values of u on the unit circle, and then
analytically continuing away from the unit circle to obtain u˜. One can also write
u˜(z) = u (1/z¯). (16)
Substituting (15) to (13), multiplying with zn and summing over n, one gets
i
Γ(G)
∂t∂
G−1
z (z
G−1u(t, z)) =
1
(2pii)3
∮
ds
s
∮
dv
v
∮
dw
w
S(z, s, 1/v, 1/w)u˜(t, s)u(t, v)u(t, w),
(17)
where we have used the fact that the constraint n + m = k + l in the summation can be
ignored since Snmkl extracted from the generating function S automatically vanish unless
this constraint is satisfied. The integration contours for v and w are outside the unit circle
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but do not enclose any singularities of u, while the integration contour for s is inside the unit
circle and encloses all singularities of u˜. Note that to ensure convergence in the resummation
of S according to (12), |v| and |w| must be greater than both |z| and |s|. The fractional
derivative ∂
(G−1)
z is defined by its action on powers of z
∂az z
b =
Γ(b+ 1)
Γ(b− a+ 1)z
b−a, (18)
with Γ being the usual Euler’s Γ-function. This simple-minded definition goes back to the
very origins of the fractional calculus [34, 35]. In general, acting with fractional derivatives
on integer powers of z produces fractional powers, which are not single-valued, which is a
source of ambiguities in defining fractional calculus. Note, however, that applying ∂az z
a to an
analytic function, which is the only operation we need for (17), always results in an analytic
function, hence no subtleties occur in this case. The way (18) enters the complex plane
representation of (15) is through the relation Γ(n+G)/Γ(n+ 1) = Γ(G) (G)n/n!.
We note that the differentiation defined by (18) can be equally well implemented via
a Cauchy-like complex contour formula for the operator ∂az z
a featured in (17) acting on a
holomorphic function f(z):
∂az (z
af(z)) =
Γ(a+ 1)
2pii
∮
sa f(s) ds
(s− z)a+1 . (19)
Indeed, expanding f(s) in terms of integer powers of s, we see that (19) acts on the individual
powers in accordance with (18), as can be verified by evaluating the residue at s =∞. (Note
that, for noninteger a, there is a cut in the complex plane, but it only extends from s = 0
to s = z, without affecting the evaluation of the residue at s =∞. The integration contour
is defined to lie outside this cut.)
A representation of the form (17) has been previously obtained for the conformal flow [15],
which corresponds in our present language to G = 2 (while the right-hand side integral can be
further simplified due to particular factorization properties of S in the case of the conformal
flow). Our present derivation has established this representation for the entire class of
partially solvable resonant systems of [30], of which the conformal flow is a representative.
One can substitute (12) into (17) to obtain explicitly
i
Γ(G)
∂t∂
G−1
z (z
G−1u(t, z)) =
1
(2pii)3
∮
ds dv dw
s (vw)1−G
u˜(t, s)u(t, v)u(t, w) F
(
ln
[
(v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
[(v − s)(v − z)(w − s)(w − z)]G/2
,
(20)
Note the emergence of the cross-ratio (v − s)(w− z)/(v − z)(w− s), which is a conformally
invariant combination of the coordinates of four points (z, s, v, w) on the complex plane [36].
3 Stationary states
We shall consider stationary states of the form
αn = e
−iλtAn (21)
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that solve (1), where λ is a real number and An are constants. Evidently, because of the
resonant structure of (1),
An = 0 if n 6= k, (22)
provide such solutions for any given k. These single-mode solutions supported by mode
number k are present in any resonant system of the form (1), irrespectively of the values of
the interaction coefficients Cnmkl.
For the partially solvable resonant systems of [30] that possess the structures outlined in
the previous section, it is possible to go further and give a simple explicit formula for inifinite
families of stationary solutions bifurcating from each single-mode solution. This section is
dedicated to developing these formulas. One particular purpose is to demonstrate the power
of the complex plane representation (20) through the way it facilitates the analysis of these
stationary states. The existence of the families bifurcating from the solutions (22) may be
anticipated from the presence of the symmetry generated by the conserved quantity (10),
which may act on the states (22) to produce new solutions. We are not aware, however,
of a straightforward way to integrate the infinitesimal transformations generated by (10) to
finite transformations on the infinite-dimensional configuration space parametrized by αn,
and resort to direct analysis of the equations of motion in the form (20).
Below, we start by presenting the stationary state bifurcating from mode 0, for which the
analysis is particularly simple, and allows for a transparent demonstration of the underlying
idea. We then proceed with the general consideration for stationary states bifurcating from
higher modes.
3.1 Stationary states bifurcating from the lowest mode
We claim that
u(t, z) =
e−iλt
1− pz (23)
solves (17) for any complex value of p (and some p-dependent value of λ). Note that if one
sends p to 0, one obtains u(t, z) = e−iλt, which does not depend on z and corresponds to
αn≥0 = 0, i.e., to the single-mode stationary states supported by mode 0. Thus, our family
(23) bifurcates from mode 0, as anticipated in the title.
The l.h.s. of (20) becomes simply
λe−iλt
(1− pz)G , (24)
as one can easily see by applying (19) and evaluating the residue at 1/p. For the r.h.s. of
(20), we first note that
u˜(t, z) =
eiλt
1− p¯/z . (25)
Hence, the r.h.s. of (20) may be written as
e−iλt
(2pii)3
∮
ds dv dw
s (vw)1−G
F
(
ln
[
(v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
[(v − s)(v − z)(w − s)(w − z)]G/2
1
1− p¯/s
1
1− pv
1
1− pw, (26)
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Consider first the integral over v. There are branch cuts connecting v = 0, v = z and
v = s, but all of these branch cuts are inside the integration contour, while the simple
pole at v = 1/p is outside the contour. Thus, the integral can be evaluated as the residue
at v = 1/p. The same argument applies to the integral over w. Implementing these two
operations, one gets:
1
(1− pz)G
e−iλt
2pii
∮
ds
(s− p¯)(1− sp)G . (27)
Note that at v = w = 1/p the argument of F has turned into 0, while we have assumed
F(0) = 1 by a choice of the time scale. The function F has thus dropped out from our
expression at this stage. As far as the remaining integral over s is concerned, once again,
there is a branch cut outside the integration contour, but inside there is only a simple pole,
so one can express the result through the residue, obtaining
1
(1− |p|2)G
e−iλt
(1− pz)G . (28)
This expression for the r.h.s. of (20) manifestly matches the l.h.s. given by (24). The equa-
tions of motion are thus satisfied by our family of stationary states (23) provided that
λ =
1
(1− |p|2)G . (29)
Note that this holds for every value of G, and irrespectively of the form of the arbitrary
function F contained in the definition (12) of our class of resonant systems.
3.2 Stationary states bifurcating from higher modes
We now proceed with the stationary solutions bifurcating from mode number N . We claim
that the relevant generating function u(t, z) satisfies
u(t, z) = e−iλtu(z), ∂G−1z (z
G−1u(z)) =
(p¯− z)N
(1− pz)N+G . (30)
Indeed, if p = 0, ∂G−1z (z
G−1u) is proportional to zN , and hence u itself is proportional to zN ,
i.e., the only nonvanishing αn is αN . (The above formula, as well as (23), originated as a
guess based on numerical experimentation, before being provided an analytic proof that we
are about to present.)
We have specified u(z) through the result of acting on it with ∂G−1z z
G−1. What about
u(z) itself? We can say that it is of the form
u(z) =
N∑
k=0
ck
(1− pz)k+1 , (31)
though we are not aware of simple explicit expressions for ck. Differentiation of the individual
terms in (31) follows the rule
∂G−1z
zG−1
(1− pz)k+1 =
Γ(G)
2pii
∮
ds
(s− z)G
sG−1
(1− ps)k+1 =
Γ(G)
(−p)k+1 ∂
k
s
sG−1
(s− z)G
∣∣∣∣∣
s=1/p
. (32)
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The last expression is evidently a linear combination of terms of the form 1/(1 − pz)G,
1/(1 − pz)G+1, ..., 1/(1 − pz)G+k. Hence, ∂G−1z (zG−1u(t, z)) is a linear combinations of
terms of the form 1/(1 − pz)G, 1/(1 − pz)G+1, ..., 1/(1 − pz)G+N with coefficients that are
themselves linear combinations of c0, c1, ..., cN . By tuning these N + 1 coefficients, we can
make ∂G−1z (z
G−1u(t, z)) equal 1/(1 − pz)G+N times an arbitrary polynomial of degree N in
z, and in particular, we can make it equal (30).
With these preliminaries, the l.h.s. of (17) is by construction
λ e−iλt
Γ(G)
(p¯− z)N
(1− pz)N+G , (33)
and we have to prove that the r.h.s. of (17), given by
e−iλt
(2pii)3
∮
ds dv dw
s (vw)1−G
u˜(s)u(v)u(w) F
(
ln
[
(v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
[(v − s)(v − z)(w − s)(w − z)]G/2
, (34)
matches this form. Our proof will proceed in two steps (which can be thought of as lemmas).
In step 1, we shall show that (34) must be of the form
QN(z) e
−iλt
(1− pz)N+G , (35)
where QN(z) is a polynomial of degree N in z. In step 2, we shall show that (34) and its
first N − 1 z-derivatives must vanish at z = p¯, which means that (34) has a degree N zero
at that point. Combined, these two facts imply that (34) is proportional to
e−iλt
(p¯− z)N
(1− pz)N+G , (36)
The coefficient of proportionality simply fixes λ, and in view of (33), the equation of motion
(20) is satisfied. We now proceed filling in the details of step 1 and step 2 required to complete
the proof. In handling (34) below, we shall suppress the factor e−iλt which is common to the
entire expression (34) and already matches (33).
Step 1. With (31) in mind, the integrals over v and w in (34) can be evaluated in terms of
residues as a linear combination of terms of the form
1
2pii
∮
ds
s
u˜(s) ∂kv∂
l
w
( F (ln [ (v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
(vw)1−G [(v − s)(v − z)(w − s)(w − z)]G/2
)∣∣∣∣∣
v,w=1/p
(37)
with
0 ≤ k, l ≤ N. (38)
Now, for any G that depends on the indicated argument,
∂vG
(
ln
[
(v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
=
(
1
v − s −
1
v − z
)
G ′
(
ln
[
(v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
. (39)
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Applying such differentiations recursively, each v-derivative may produce either one extra
factor of 1/(v − z) if it acts on the numerator in (37) or on the factor 1/(v − z)G/2, or it
may produce one extra factor of 1/(v − s) in a similar manner, or it may produce simply
extra factors of v if it acts on 1/v1−G (such factors will be expressed through p only after one
substitutes v = 1/p at the end, and are irrelevant for our present argument). Furthermore,
in the process of differentiation, F may change into another function of the same argument.
The situation with w-differentiations is, of course, directly parallel. We denote the number
of extra factors of 1/(v − z) generated through such differentiations as k1, the number of
extra factors 1/(v− s) as k2, the number of extra factors of 1/(w− z) as l1, and the number
of factors 1/(w − s) as l2. Evidently, from the above description of differentiations,
k1 + k2 ≤ k and l1 + l2 ≤ l. (40)
One concludes that ∂kv∂
l
w(. . .) in (37) consists of terms of the form
G
(
ln
[
(v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
(v − z)k1+G/2(v − s)k2+G/2(w − z)l1+G/2(w − s)l2+G/2 , (41)
where we have omitted the (s, z)-independent prefactor, and G is some function expressed
through F and its derivatives. Once v = w = 1/p have been substituted, the argument of
G turns into 0, so it is just a number. At the end, once again ignoring (s, z)-independent
factors, (37) is written as a linear combination of terms of the form
1
(1− pz)G+k1+l1
1
2pii
∮
u˜(s) ds
s (1− ps)G+k2+l2 . (42)
Now, with σ = 1/s,
1
2pii
∮
ds
u˜(s)
s (1− ps)G+k2+l2 =
1
2pii
∮
dσ
σG+k2+l2−1u˜(1/σ)
(σ − p)G+k2+l2 . (43)
But σk2+l2/(σ−p)k2+l2 can be written as a linear combination of terms of the form 1/(σ−p)m
with 0 ≤ m ≤ k2 + l2. Hence, (42) can be written as a linear combination of
1
2pii
∮
dσ
σG−1u˜(1/σ)
(σ − p)G+m =
1
Γ(G+m)
∂G+m−1σ
(
σG−1u˜(1/σ)
) ∣∣∣
σ=p
. (44)
By (16), u˜(1/σ) is exactly the same as u(z) with z replaced by σ and p replaced by p¯.
Therefore, from (30),
∂G−1σ
(
σG−1u˜(1/σ)
)
=
(p− σ)N
(1− p¯σ)N+G , (45)
which evidently has a degree N zero at σ = p. Hence, at least N further differentiations
(m ≥ N) must be applied in (44) in order for the result to be nonzero. So (42) can only be
nonvanishing if k2 + l2 ≥ N . But by (38) and (40) this implies k1 + l1 ≤ N . Thus, after
evaluating of the s-integral in (42), the result is a linear combination of 1/(1− pz)G+n with
0 ≤ n ≤ N . Since all contributions to (34) are in the form (42), this property is inherited
by (34), and hence the latter must then be expressible as (35).
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Step 2. To pin down QN(z) in (35), we shall compute the kth z-derivative of (34) at z = p¯,
and we shall start with performing the s-integral in (34). The structure of the argument is
rather similar to step 1, but with the roles of (z, s) and (v, w) interchanged. The s-integral
is evaluated through the residues of u˜. The following expression for u˜ follows from (31):
u˜(s) =
N∑
l=0
c¯l
(1− p¯/s)l+1 = s
N∑
l=0
dl
(s− p¯)l+1 , (46)
where dl are certain linear combinations of c¯l with p¯-dependent coefficients.
3 Then the kth
z-derivative of (34) at z = p¯ consists of terms of the form
1
(2pii)2
∮
dv dw
(vw)1−G
u(v)u(w)∂kz∂
l
s
( F (ln [ (v−s)(w−z)
(v−z)(w−s)
])
[(v − s)(v − z)(w − s)(w − z)]G/2
)∣∣∣∣∣
z,s=p¯
. (47)
The z- and s-differentiations are performed in a manner directly parallel to the v- and w-
differentiations in step 1. One gets a collection of terms of the form
1
(2pii)2
∮
dv
v
∮
dw
w
u(v)u(w)
vk1+l1wk2+l2(1− p¯/v)G+k1+l1(1− p¯/w)G+k2+l2 , (48)
with k1 + k2 = k and l1 + l2 = l, which can be rewritten as
∂G−1+k1+l1v (v
G−1u(v)) ∂G−1+k2+l2w (w
G−1u(w))
∣∣∣
v,w=p¯
. (49)
But by construction ∂G−1z (z
G−1u(z)) has a degree N zero at z = p¯. Therefore, at least
N extra differentiations must be applied in both factors above in order to make the result
nonvanishing, i.e., k1 + l1 ≥ N and k2 + l2 ≥ N , while l1 + l2 = l ≤ N from (46), and hence
k = k1 +k2 ≥ N . In other words, if we apply fewer than N z-derivatives to (34) and evaluate
the result at z = p¯, all the terms identially vanish. That means that (34) has a degree N
zero at z = p¯. Since we already know that it is of the form (35), it must be proportional to
(36), completing our proof that (30) satisfies the equations of motion (20). Note that the
specific form of the arbitrary function F defining our resonant system does not affect the
form of stationary solutions (30), though it may affect the relation of λ and p.
4 A quintic generalization
In this section, we address the question which of the properties of cubic resonant systems
we have previously described generalize to the quintic analog of (1) given by
i
dαn
dt
=
∑
n+n2+n3=k1+k2+k3
Cnn2n3k1k2k3α¯n2α¯n3αk1αk2αk3 . (50)
3The explicit expression for dl is irrelevant for the purposes of our argument. For any fixed N , it is
easily derived by multiplying the numerator and denominator of c¯l/(1− p¯/s)l+1 by sl+1 and then expanding
sl/(s − p¯)l+1 in terms of 1/(s − p¯), 1/(s − p¯)2,... , 1/(s − p¯)l+1. For instance, at N = 1, d0 = c¯0 + c¯1 and
d1 = p¯c¯1.
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We shall see that most (but not all) of the properties discussed above have a natural gen-
eralization, provided that a suitable constraint is imposed on C. This is in contrast, for
example, to the cubic Szego˝ equation whose integrability properties have no known quintic
generalization [31].
We start by asking whether the conservation of Z given by (10) can be ensured for some
value of G. By analogy with (8), define
Sn1n2n3k1k2k3 = fn1fn2fn3fk1fk2fk3Cn1n2n3k1k2k3 (51)
with fn given by (7). Note that C, and hence S, are symmetric under any permutations
of (n1, n2, n3), any permutations of (k1, k2, k3) and under interchange of these two groups of
indices. One can then check that (10) is indeed conserved by (50) provided that
(n− 1 +G)S(n−1)miklj + (m− 1 +G)Sn(m−1)iklj + (i− 1 +G)Snm(i−1)klj (52)
− (k + 1)Snmi(k+1)lj − (l + 1)Snmik(l+1)j − (j + 1)Snmikl(j+1) = 0
for all (n,m, i, j, k, l) satisfying n + m + i − k − l − j = 1. The proof is an immediate
generalization of the corresponding derivation for the cubic case given in section 3 of [30].
One simply differentiates (10) with respect to t and applies (50).
We note that while the conservation of (10) generalizes to the quintic case, we are not
aware of a similar generalization of the invariant manifolds and the corresponding analytic
solutions mentioned for the cubic case under (10). On the other hand, the generating function
(12) and the stationary solutions (23) and (30) do have natural quintic counterparts, as we
shall proceed to demonstrate.
4.1 The generating function
We would like to convert the condition (52) into an explicit solution for the generating
function
S(z1, z2, z3, s1, s2, s3) =
∞∑
ni,kj=0
Sn1n2n3k1k2k3z
n1
1 z
n2
2 z
n3
3 s
k1
1 s
k2
2 s
k3
3 . (53)
From (52), one must have
3∑
i=1
[
z2i ∂zi +Gzi − ∂si
]
S = 0. (54)
By the symmetries of Sn1n2n3k1k2k3 , this also implies
3∑
i=1
[
s2i∂si +Gsi − ∂zi
]
S = 0. (55)
These two equations are only compatible if the commutator of the two operators in square
brackets annihilates S as well, giving
3∑
i=1
[zi∂zi − si∂si ]S = 0. (56)
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Equations (54-56) can be solved using the method of characteristics, as in [30], to yield three
alternative representations for S:
S =
A
(
s1 − 1z1 , s1 − 1z2 , s1 − 1z3 , s1 − s2, s1 − s3
)
(z1z2z3)G
(57)
S =
B
(
z1 − z2, z1 − z3, z1 − 1s1 , z1 − 1s2 , z1 − 1s3
)
(s1s2s3)G
(58)
S = C(z1s1, z1s2, z1s3, z2s1, z2s2, z2s3, z3s1, z3s2, z3s3), (59)
where A, B and C are arbitrary functions. These can be rewritten as
S =
A˜
(
s1 − 1z1 , s1 − 1z2 , s1 − 1z3 , s1 − s2, s1 − s3
)
[∏3
i,j=1(1− zisj)
]G/3 (60)
S =
B˜
(
z1 − z2, z1 − z3, z1 − 1s1 , z1 − 1s2 , z1 − 1s3
)
[∏3
i,j=1(1− zisj)
]G/3 (61)
S =
C˜(z1s1, z1s2, z1s3, z2s1, z2s2, z2s3, z3s1, z3s2, z3s3)[∏3
i,j=1(1− zisj)
]G/3 . (62)
One can easily verify that the ratio of A and A˜ is expressible through the arguments of A
(which are the same as the arguments of A˜), and similarly for B and C.
From (60-62), A˜, B˜ and C˜ are the same function, which should be expressible in three
different ways through the indicated arguments. Furthermore, A˜ = B˜ = C˜ must have a
regular power series expansion around zi = si = 0 in order to provide a legitimate generating
function of the form (53). While the denominator of (60-62) has such an expansion, and for
C˜ one simply needs regularity around the zeros of its arguments, the presence of 1/zi and
1/si in the arguments of A˜ and B˜ requires imposing further constraints on these functions
in order for the power series expansion of S to exist.
Consider A˜ first. By writing s1 − 1/z1 − (s1 − s2) = s2 − 1/z1 and so on, we may
express A˜ as a function of nine arguments si − 1/zk for all possible values of i and k.
Of course, only five of these new arguments are independent, but the advantage is that the
expression becomes more symmetric with respect to permutations of zi and si. Now, we need
A˜(si− 1/zk) to have a regular power series expansion near zi = si = 0, which corresponds to
infinite values of all of its nine arguments. It is hence more convenient to express A˜ through
−1/(si − 1/zk) = zk/(1 − zksi) so that zi = si = 0 corresponds to zero values of the new
arguments. Since we know from (62) that A˜ must be expressible through zisj only, it must
depend on the ratios of zk/(1− zksi) and zk/(1− zksj), in which zk cancels out. Thus, A˜ is
a function of the ratios (1− zksi)/(1− zksj). By a similar argument, B˜ is a function of the
ratios (1− zisk)/(1− zjsk). The combinations of zi and si that are expressible both through
the arguments of A˜ and B˜ are
uijkl =
(1− zisk)(1− zjsl)
(1− zisl)(1− zjsk) . (63)
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These can be recognized as (a subset of) the conformally invariant cross-ratios [36] of the six
points (z1, z2, z3, 1/s1, 1/s2, 1/s3) on the complex plane. The generating function takes the
form
S(zi, si) =
F(ln(uijkl))[∏3
n,m=1(1− znsm)
]G/3 , (64)
where F is an arbitrary function, and the logarithm is introduced in the definition to make
it easier to account for the symmetries of S, as permutations of zi and si act particularly
straightforwardly on the logarithms of cross-ratios (63). The symmetries of S, of course,
translate into a set of symmetries of F , but we will not need to characterize them explicitly
for our present purposes.
4.2 Complex plane representation and stationary states
With the generating functions (64), the considerations of sections 2 and 3 directly generalize
to the quintic case. One first introduces βn as in (8) and the corresponding generating
functions u and u˜ as in (14-15). Then, (50) is converted to the corresponding equation in
terms of the generating functions, analogous to (17):
i
Γ(G)
∂t∂
G−1
z (z
G−1u(t, z)) =
1
(2pii)5
∮
dz2
z2
∮
dz3
z3
∮
ds1
s1
∮
ds2
s2
∮
ds3
s3
(65)
× S(z, z2, z3, 1/s1, 1/s2, 1/s3) u˜(t, z2)u˜(t, z3)u(t, s1)u(t, s2)u(t, s3),
with S given by (64).
As the generating function (64) is very similar to (12), the structure of equation (65) is
directly parallel to (17) and (20). In particular, there are solutions in the form of stationary
states
u(t, z) = e−iλtu(z), ∂G−1z (z
G−1u(z)) =
(p¯− z)N
(1− pz)N+G (66)
for any nonnegative integer N and any complex number p. The proof simply retraces the
steps of section 3. Note that because F in (64) only depends on the conformal cross-ratios,
there will be a direct analog of the differentiation formula (39), which plays a key role in the
derivation.
4.3 G→∞ limit
We have already remarked in section 2 that there is a special G→∞ limit of our construction
for the cubic case, which has been discussed in detail in [30]. A similar limit exists for the
quintic generalization of the current section. Namely, instead of (7), one defines
f∞n =
1√
n!
, (67)
which is used instead of fn to define βn as in (8) and S as in (51),
Sn1n2n3k1k2k3 =
Cn1n2n3k1k2k3√
n1!n2!n3! k1! k2! k3!
. (68)
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Then, instead of (52), one imposes
S(n−1)miklj + Sn(m−1)iklj + Snm(i−1)klj (69)
− (k + 1)Snmi(k+1)lj − (l + 1)Snmik(l+1)j − (j + 1)Snmikl(j+1) = 0
for all sets of indices satisfying n+m+ i = k+ l+ j + 1, which guarantees the conservation
of
Z =
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ 1 α¯n+1αn, (70)
and the presence of associated symmetries.
One could pursue a construction of stationary states bifurcating from individual modes
for this case, as in section 3, but there is a shortcut available that makes it unnecessary.
For the special G → ∞ limit, unlike for general values of G, the finite form of symmetry
transformations generated by (70) is known explicitly. Such transformations have appeared
under the name of magnetic translations in the literature on the Lowest Landau Level ap-
proximation for Bose-Einstein condensates [10]. In terms of the generating function
u(t, z) =
∞∑
n=0
αn(t) z
n
√
n!
, (71)
applying the transformation
u(t, z) 7→ u(t, z − p¯) epz−|p|2/2 (72)
maps solutions of (50) with the interaction coefficients satisfying (68-69) into solutions.
Applying these transformation to the generating functions of single-mode solutions, u ∼ zN ,
gives the G→∞ analogs of the stationary states (66).
5 Quintic PDEs with partially solvable resonant systems
We shall now present two examples of quintic PDEs of mathematical physics whose resonant
systems fall in the partially solvable class we have outlined and benefit from the structures
developed in our derivations. The first example is the quintic one-dimensional nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation in a harmonic trap. The resonant system for this equation has been
previously studied in mathematical literature [33], while motivations to consider quintic
nonlinearities from the standpoint of Bose-Einstein condensate physics are given in [32].
Our purpose is to clarify how this case fits in our framework. The second example, which is
the resonant system of the quintic conformally invariant wave equation on a two-sphere, is
novel. (Additionally, in the appendix, we give a few extra quintic resonant systems that fall
into our special class, obtained by directly generalizing known cubic examples, rather than
deriving them from concrete quintic PDEs.)
5.1 Quintic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation on R1
Mathematically rigorous considerations of the resonant approximation to the quintic one-
dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in a harmonic trap are given in [33]. In a
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nutshell, one starts with the quintic analog of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (2) given
by
i
∂Ψ
∂t
=
1
2
(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+ x2
)
Ψ + g|Ψ|4Ψ. (73)
and performs manupulations identical to (3-6) to obtain a resonant system of the form (50)
with the interaction coefficients given by
Cnmiklj =
1
2n+m+i
√
n!m!i!k!l!j!
∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−3x
2
HnHmHiHkHlHj. (74)
Here, Hn are Hermite polynomials. These interaction coefficients satisfy (68-69), and thus
the resonant system belongs to the special G→∞ limit of our class.
To prove that (74) satisfies (68-69), recall the following identities for the Hermite poly-
nomials
Hn+1 = 2xHn − ∂xHn, (75)
∂xHn = 2nHn−1, (76)
Hn+1 = 2xHn − 2nHn−1. (77)
Omitting the irrelevant numerical prefactor and remembering that n+m+ i = k+ l+ j+ 1,
we obtain for the left-hand side of (69)∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−3x
2
[2nHn−1HmHiHkHlHj + 2mHnHm−1HiHkHlHj + 2iHnHmHi−1HkHlHj−
−HnHmHiHk+1HlHj −HnHmHiHkHl+1Hj −HnHmHiHkHlHj+1]
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−3x
2
[∂x (HnHmHi)HkHlHj − 6xHnHmHiHlHj +HnHmHi∂x (HkHlHj)]
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−3x
2
[∂x (HnHmHiHkHlHj)− 6xHnHmHiHlHj]
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dx∂x[e
−3x2HnHmHiHkHlHj] = e−3x
2
Hn(x)Hm(x)Hi(x)Hk(x)Hl(x)Hj(x)
∣∣∣∞
−∞
= 0.
Thus, (69) is satisfied and (70) is conserved. Stationary solutions can be straightforwardly
constructed using the transformation (72).
5.2 Conformally invariant quintic wave equation on S2
We now turn to the conformally invariant quintic wave equation on a two-sphere, where the
structures we display are novel. A cubic precursor of these structures is the conformal flow
originating from the cubic wave equation on a three-sphere and studied in [15,16]. One of the
questions that has triggered our present study of quintic nonlinearities is whether the prop-
erties of the conformal flow generalize to the quintic case. Existence of such generalization
is by no means guaranteed.
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Consider the (2+1)-dimensional Einstein cylinder R× S2 with the metric
g = −dt2 + dϑ2 + sin2 ϑdϕ2 (78)
and put on it a real scalar field φ satisfying the conformally invariant quintic wave equation4(
g − 1
8
R(g)
)
φ− φ5 = 0 , (79)
where g := gµν∇µ∇ν and R(g) are the wave operator and the Ricci scalar associated with
g. We introduce x = cosϑ and impose rotational symmetry by assuming that φ = f(t, x).
Then, equation (79) reduces to
ftt − ∂x
(
(1− x2)fx
)
+
1
4
f + f 5 = 0 . (80)
Decomposing small (weakly nonlinear) solutions with amplitudes of order ε into Legendre
polynomials satisfying the standard normalization condition
∫ 1
−1 Pn Pm dx = 2δnm/(2n + 1)
as
f(t, x) = ε
∞∑
n=0
cn(t)Pn(x), (81)
we obtain from (80) an infinite system of coupled oscillators
d2cn
dt2
+ ω2ncn = −ωnε4
∑
jklmi
Cnjklmi cjckclcmci, (82)
where ωn = n+
1
2
and
Cnjklmi =
∫ 1
−1
Pn(x)Pj(x)Pk(x)Pl(x)Pm(x)Pi(x) dx. (83)
We now develop a resonant approximation to (82) at small ε, based on the standard
time-averaging techniques [3]. One first introduces the complex normal mode amplitudes
αn, which will be our new dynamical variables
cn(t) = αn(t)e
−iωnt + α¯n(t)eiωnt,
dcn(t)
dt
= −iωn
(
αn(t)e
−iωnt − α¯n(t)eiωnt
)
. (84)
Substituting this into (82), one obtains schematically
iωn
dαn
dt
= ωnε
4
∑
Cnjklmi
?
αj
?
αk
?
αl
?
αm
?
αi e
iΩnjklmit, (85)
where
?
αn may be either αn or α¯n (all such choices must be summed over) and
Ωnjklmi = ωn ± ωj ± ωk ± ωl ± ωm ± ωi, (86)
4Note that solutions to (79) satisfying φ = 0 at the equator of the two-sphere can be mapped by a
standard conformal transformation to solutions for a conformally invariant quintic wave equation on the
three-dimensional Anti-de Sitter spacetime with the Dirichlet boundary conditions at infinity. This map
connects our equation to topics of the much-studied AdS3/CFT2-correspondence.
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where the plus signs are chosen if the corresponding
?
αn occurs as α¯n, and the minus signs if
it occurs as αn.
By the standard lore of time-averaging [3], at small ε, nonresonant interactions corre-
sponding to nonzero Ωnjklmi may be dropped from (85). Keeping only the resonant couplings
satisfying Ωnjklmi = 0 results in an accurate approximation on time scales 1/ε
4 for small ε,
and amounts to implementing the resonant approximation.
Before we state the final form of our quintic resonant system, it is important to point out
an additional simplification that occurs for our specific case. There are many possible choices
of signs in (86), but it turns out that the interaction coefficients (83) vanish unless there
are exactly three plus signs and three minus signs total. This is analogous to the selection
rules that have been extensively studied in the context of resonant systems in Anti-de Sitter
spacetime [19,37,38]. We now sketch a proof of this claim.
Consider first the case where (86) has one plus sign and five minus signs. Then, the
resonant condition is Ωnjklmi = ωn − ωj − ωk − ωl − ωm − ωi = 0, which means that n =
j + k + l + m + i + 2. But then the degree of Pn in (83) is higher than the total degree
of the polynomial PjPkPlPmPi, and hence the corresponding C vanishes by orthogonality of
the Legendre polynomials and does not contribute to (85). Consider now the case where
(86) has two plus signs and four minus signs. By the index permutation symmetry of C, the
two plus signs can be associated with the indices n and j, so that the resonant condition is
Ωnjklmi = ωn + ωj − ωk − ωl − ωm − ωi = 0, which means n+ j = k + l+m+ i+ 1. But the
Legendre polynomials satisfy Pn(−x) = (−1)nPn(x). Hence, PnPjPkPlPmPi is reflection-odd,
and its integral from −1 to 1 in (83) is zero. The cases with four and five plus signs reduce
to the previous two cases after renaming the indices. Thus, the only resonant condition
that may contribute to the resonant approximation to (85) is (86) with three plus and three
minus signs (which corresponds to two α¯’s and three α’s), as claimed.
Putting everything together and absorbing ε4 together with any numerical factors into
a redefinition of time, we arrive at the following resonant approximation to (82), which we
call the quintic conformal flow:
i
dαn
dt
=
∑
n+n2+n3=n4+n5+n6
Cnn2n3n4n5n6α¯n2α¯n3αn4αn5αn6 . (87)
The interactions coefficients can be expressed as
Cn1n2n3n4n5n6 =
1
1 +N
n1∑
j1=0
n2∑
j2=0
n3∑
j3=0
n4∑
j4=0
n5∑
j5=0
n6∑
j6=0
(−1)J
∏6
k=1
(
nk
jk
)2(
N
J
) , (88)
where N =
∑6
k=1 nk and J =
∑6
k=1 jk, though we shall not use this explicit formula. The
corresponding analysis together with a combinatorial interpretation of the integrals (83) can
be found in [39].
We shall now prove that the interaction coefficients (83) satisfy (52) with G = 1, and
thus (87) belongs to the class of resonant systems analyzed in our paper. We first notice the
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identities
nPn−1 = (2n+ 1)xPn − (n+ 1)Pn+1, (89)
(x2 − 1)∂xPn = nxPn − nPn−1, (90)
(x2 − 1)∂xPn + (n+ 1)xPn = (n+ 1)Pn+1. (91)
From (89),
nPn−1PmPiPkPlPj+mPnPm−1PiPkPlPj+iPnPmPi−1PkPlPj = (2(n+m+i)+3)xPnPmPiPkPlPj
−(n+ 1)Pn+1PmPiPkPlPj − (m+ 1)PnPm+1PiPkPlPj − (i+ 1)PnPmPi+1PkPlPj.
Hence, the left-hand side of (52) becomes∫ 1
−1
dx [(2(n+m+i)+3)xPnPmPiPkPlPj−(n+1)Pn+1PmPiPkPlPj−(m+1)PnPm+1PiPkPlPj
−(i+1)PnPmPi+1PkPlPj−(k+1)PnPmPiPk+1PlPj−(l+1)PnPmPiPkPl+1Pj−(j+1)PnPmPiPkPlPj+1].
Using (91) on the terms with minus signs, this is written as∫ 1
−1
dx [(2(n+m+ i) + 3)xPnPmPiPkPlPj − (x2 − 1)∂x (PnPmPiPkPlPj)
− (n+m+ i+ k + l + j + 6)xPnPmPiPkPlPj].
Then, remembering that n+m+ i = k + l + j + 1, one gets∫ 1
−1
dx
(−2x− (x2 − 1)∂x)PnPmPiPkPlPj = ∫ 1
−1
dx∂x
(
(x2 − 1)PnPmPiPkPlPj
)
=
= (x2 − 1)Pn(x)Pm(x)Pi(x)Pk(x)Pl(x)Pj(x)
∣∣∣1
−1
= 0.
Hence, (52) is satisfied, and the resonant system (87) benefits from the conserved quantity
(10) and the stationary solutions (66) with G = 1.
6 Outlook
We have explored properties of cubic resonant systems of the form (1) with the interaction
coefficients satisfying (9), and quintic resonant systems of the form (50) with the interaction
coefficients satisfying (52). By constructing complex plane representations (17), (20) and
(65), we were able to establish families of stationary states (30) bifurcating from every indi-
vidual mode. Our results have direct implications for a number of equations of mathematical
physics whose resonant systems fall in our class, in relation to Bose-Einstein condensates [13],
the Schro¨dinger-Newton system in a harmonic potential [23], and relativistic wave equations
in highly symmetric spacetimes [15, 17]. Examples with quintic nonlinearities include the
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in a one-dimensional harmonic trap, previously treated from
a mathematical perspective in [33], and the conformally invariant quintic wave equation on
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a two-sphere, brought forth in a our present study. We have also presented in the appendix
a few extra quintic resonant systems that benefit from the analytic stuctures we have for-
mulated, which have been obtained by a generalization of explicitly known cubic resonant
systems. Our formalism with its defining conditions (9) and (52), as well as the examples
from the appendix, furthermore admit a natural extension to higher order nonlinearities
(which we do not explicitly pursue).
The class of resonant systems we have studied includes known representatives originating
as resonant approximations [15,17,23] to nonlinear dynamics in AdS spacetimes. The latter
topic is of appreciable significance in the area of AdS/CFT correspondence, where such
studies connect to the physics of thermalization in the dual field theories [40,41]. While the
dynamical equations in [15, 17, 23] do not always include gravitational backreaction on the
AdS metric, such nonlinear probe fields have also been studied in the context of AdS/CFT
correspondence, see, e.g., [42].
We believe that the complex plane representations for our resonant systems hold much
more power than we have explicitly displayed in our treatment. As we mentioned in the
introduction, the complex plane representation for the conformal flow [15] can be used to
give an elegant proof [31] to the rather nontrivial fact that there are stationary states with
generating functions in the form of arbitrary Blaschke products
u(t, z) = e−iλt
(p¯1 − z) · · · (p¯k − z)
(1− p1z) · · · (1− pkz) (92)
for any set of complex numbers (p1, . . . , pk) and any k. Similarly, a complex plane represen-
tion for the LLL equation has been used in [14] to obtain powerful results on classification of
stationary states and properties of their zeros (the latter subject being of pivotal importance
in the physics of Bose-Einstein condensates). It remains to be seen what further conclu-
sions may emerge from the analysis of our complex plane representations, both in general,
and in application to specific physically motivated representatives in our classes of resonant
systems.
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Appendix: Additional examples of quintic partially solvable
resonant systems
We list a few quintic systems satisfying (52) or (69) obtained by a direct generalization of
known cubic systems satisfying (9):
• The interaction coefficients
Snmiklj =
1
(n+m+ i+ 1)(n+m+ i+ 2)
(93)
satisfy (52) with G = 1. This is a generalization of the maximally rotating cubic
resonant system on a three-sphere from [17].
• The interaction coefficients
Snmiklj =
Γ(n+ δ)Γ(m+ δ)Γ(i+ δ)Γ(k + δ)Γ(l + δ)Γ(j + δ)Γ(n+m+ i+ 1)
Γ(n+ 1)Γ(m+ 1)Γ(i+ 1)Γ(k + 1)Γ(l + 1)Γ(j + 1)Γ(n+m+ i+ 3δ)
(94)
satisfy (52) with G = δ, which can be an arbitrary positive real number. This is
a generalization of the maximally rotating cubic resonant systems on Anti-de Sitter
spacetimes from [17].
• The interaction coefficients
Snmiklj =
8
pi
∫ pi
0
dx
sin2 x
sin(n+1)x sin(m+1)x sin(i+1)x sin(k+1)x sin(l+1)x sin(j+1)x
(95)
satisfy (52) with G = 2. The cubic prototype is
Snmkl =
2
pi
∫ pi
0
dx
sin2 x
sin(n+1)x sin(m+1)x sin(k+1)x sin(l+1)x = min(n,m, k, l)+1,
(96)
which is the conformal flow [15].
• The interaction coefficients
Snmiklj =
1
3n+m+i
(n+m+ i)!
n!m!i!k!l!j!
(97)
Satisfy (69) and thus correspond to the G → ∞ limit in our class of systems. The
cubic prototype is the LLL equation [10,11,13,14].
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